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About This Content

The LNER Peppercorn K1 locomotives were built between 1949 and 1950, with the intention of splitting them between the
North Eastern and Eastern Regions. Many K1s would regularly be seen as far north as Edinburgh and they were frequently used

on the West Highland line in the early days. Many were later allocated to the Eastern Region with a large number going to
March, Cambridgeshire. K1's were used throughout the former LNER network and proved to be very versatile, working

everything from local coal trains to express passenger services.

The K1’s were withdrawn and scrapped by 1967: however, No. 62005 was used for a short time as an emergency boiler and
consequently survived into preservation. It has become very popular on main line rail tours especially on the West Highland

Line to Mallaig and has also sported the un-prototypical, but very fetching, LNER Green Lined livery as No. 2005.

Scenarios

Eight scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network Route

 Back In Service

 Coal to Penrith

 March Surprise
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 Passenger Duties

 Pea Souper

 West Durham Rail Tour

 Bricks Without Straw

 April Showers

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features:

 Simple, Standard and Advanced driving modes, with Xbox controller support (SIMPLE AND STANDARD MODES
ONLY)

Peppercorn BR Class K1 Locomotive and Tender in 3 authentic liveries: BR Lined Black (BR lettering and pre and post
1956 logos), BR Lined Black - Worn (BR lettering and pre and post 1956 logos), LNER Green Lined livery
(Preservation era)

 All 70 members of the class with correct shed codes, logos and fittings

 3 optional headboards for rail tours

 Custom sound sets inside and out recorded from the remaining K1

 Realistic cab with multiple views including head out and a fully modelled firebox and coal level

 Custom, realistic wheel slip physics and effects with auto detection of weather conditions (ADVANCED MODE
ONLY)

 Simulated steam chest (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Cylinder cock management (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Boiler management with priming damage possible (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Realistic injector control (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Improved dynamic steam and smoke colour and quantity

 Realistic boiler water gauges effected by gradient, acceleration and speed and with blow down test

 Visual priming effect from chimney when overfilling the boiler

 Dynamic lamp setting on both locomotive and tender

 British Railways (ex-LNER) rolling stock: Double 13 ton bolster wagons with 4 steel loads, Single 13 ton bolster wagon,
Ex-LNER Gas Tank wagons, BR Palbrick brick carrying wagons (can be loaded or empty), BR 22 ton Plate wagons, BR
Trestle AA wagons, Ex-LNER/Private Owner Mineral wagons, Ex-Private Owner worn livery - Coal, 7 plank wagons,
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Ex-Private Owner worn liveries – Coal
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Great ost.Make me feel like exploring my dreamland,peaceful and sad.. Just finished the game and had a lot of fun with it. It's
fast paced and the upgrade system really makes an impact on the game. Boss fights are challenging too.. I picked this up on sale
as a four pack a while back, and as a humble givaway before that.
Pros
- simple ui
- only three types of ships to manage
- fun with friends
Cons
- no level editor
- dead multiplayer
- click to direct every unit
- too many notifications
- lacks replayability

Overall, it's a great game for nights playing with friends. Be sure to try the demo first to see if you enjoy it (demo supports ai
and multiplayer on one map).. Simple, no fuss memory game with increasing difficulty with lovely pictures of dinosaurs and
fairly easy to obtain achievements.. A Girl's Fabric Face: 8/10

Great little game! There are at least 2 different endings here, though I suspect there may be more than that. I've only gotten one
so far, but I genuinely enjoyed it.

The jumpscares are there, but few and far between. The game is much more concerned with creating a dreadful atmosphere,
and I appreciate that in a horror game. It's clear the developer spent a lot of time making this game look as good as it does!

The only aspect that I dislike is the lack of a save system. It seems like it wouldn't be too hard to implement one, especially at
the "rest points". However, I think the lack of saving was a conscious choice by the developer who wants players to get the most
out of the game by playing it all through in one sitting. That said, it took me about 30 minutes for my first playthrough, for
anyone wondering what they are getting into!

For a few bucks, this game is definitely worth the time, all said.. This is the kind of stuff that ruins the reputation of Steam. I
only tossed a few quarters at this to see if this was real. I guess the developer is laughing all the way to the bank - but at what
cost?. High-flying, sky-diving, barrel-rolling fun for the whole family. Plane and simple.
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Dungeons: The Dark Lord is the sequel to Dungeons, the game where the more evil you are, the better! There are a slew of
exciting new features, including four-player multiplayer in four modes! Along with the addition of multiplayer modes such as
Deathmatch and King of the Hill, there’s now the ability to play as some of the game’s popular bosses (Minos, The Dungeon
Lord, the Zombie King and more) in multiplayer, along with the addition of an extensive single-player campaign, a new
dungeon setting and 25 new prestige gimmicks.. The game is essentially unplayable on WASD and Play Station controllers don't
work. For now this is a thumbs down for me until it has proper support.. It makes no sense!. very cool game hope it goes MP.
There is not alot to talk about when it comes to a game where you control a pigeon and your main goal being to take a dump on
various targets but sometimes the short and sweet games are the most enjoyable.

I bought this game with a coupon I received for crafting Steam badges and I think despite its broken English text\/grammar I
would genuinely recommend the game to anyone.

There are a decent amount of story missions in the game that branches off into three separate stories. They are all very well
thought out despite the main goal being to pigeon poo over everything. The missions are not all the same and vary a little with
mechanics which held my interest for longer. Missions are also relatively challenging too when taking into consideration limited
'ammo' and wind speed\/direction.

Follow my curator page if this review was helpful and you want to see more reviews like this one.. The game is good and
quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it would add a lot to the game.. It may seem a bit cheap but
I'm simply going to copy and paste the same review for all of these achievement spam games, I apologise in advance to
anyone on my friends list checking activity feed :)

All of these games work pretty much the same, you do some very basic things like clicking, leaving the game running,
turning left or right, or solving very simple flash mini games to get stupid amount of achievements and more often than
not very easy 100% perfect games to add to your profile, which if we can be honest is the only reason people buy these
games :)

You can gain hundred of thousands (literally) achievements in probably less than a day just working your way through
these basic "games". Recommended only for those that care about boosting achievement numbers or simply getting easy
100% perfect games.. Bought the game the day or so it came out, but only finally found the time to play it very recently.
Fantastic characters and humor that actually was some of the best I have ever seen in a game. Great job Crankage, I will
totally try out whatever else you make.. This is a fun little game. I really enjoy the premise, and the art and music is top
notch! Very creative and original! :). sensivity it;s to weird...it gets too long to load the map and the rest...i have a gtx
970 and i7-4790k....in the rest it;s ok but im wainting for a new patch to play it
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